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Protocols that are to be employed in the context of the Internet of Things
(IoT) have to meet a wide variety of application-specific requirements [3] [4] [1] [2].
In this paper, we reflect on recent experiences, gained from several real-world
deployments in which we have participated, which use low power, embedded
networking devices. We discuss the lessons learned from these deployments,
with an emphasis on questions affecting the IP layer and, in particular, on the
routing protocols for these networks. We point out open issues and possible
directions of future work for such routing protocols.

1 Deployment Experience

As part of our work on the SensLAB1 project, we have built a large, general-
purpose testbed for wireless sensor networks. SensLAB aims to be an
accurate and efficient scientific tool that can be employed for the design, de-
velopment, tuning, and experimentation of real-world, large-scale sensor net-
work applications. Since 2009, SensLAB has been composed of 1,024 nodes
distributed across four sites in France. The SensLAB nodes are based on the
Texas Instruments MSP430 micro-controller and employ one of two radio inter-
faces, one operating in the 868 MHz ISM band and the other at 2.4 GHz, both in
compliance with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. We have conducted experiments
on such hardware using various routing protocols including OLSR, and RPL [7]
(including the P2P extension [6]) on top of the Contiki operating system [5].

For RPL, we found that the software stack, i.e., Contiki, 6LowPAN, IPv6, RPL
(upward routes, no DAOs), and the P2P extension, barely fits into the 48 KB
of flash memory available on the MSP430 (current state of the art for such
devices), leaving close to no space for any application-specific code. Our ex-
periments showed the Trickle mechanism for establishing upward routes works
efficiently and converges within reasonable time. However, the way the RPL
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specification handles asymmetric links (common in wireless networks) required
special attention from our part. Depending on the application requirements,
relying on NUD may be inappropriate because a path is required at the time
data needs to be sent. In these cases, appropriate link metrics must be used in
addition to the RPL specification to continuously monitor link availability. In
our experiments, some metrics were functional at small scale (such as ETX),
but more work is needed to determine which metrics/signalling are appropriate
for larger, denser networks, and that fit the memory/energy limitations on each
device.

We also took part in is the OCARI (Optimization of Communications in Ad
hoc Industrial Networks)2 project, started in 2006, with partners including in-
ternational electricity provider EDF, DCNS, and Telit-RF Technologies. This
project targets the monitoring of industrial equipment or civil engineer-
ing constructions using wireless sensor networks, including performance
testing of equipment, radioprotection of site maintenance, and state control
of devices. The application requirements in this project include time-bounded
delays for specific types of traffic, support for nomadic nodes (moving at pedes-
trian speed) for data collection, energy efficiency to maximize network lifetime,
and ease of deployment. Before ROLL was chartered, this project had us design
an energy efficient routing protocol, and a node activity scheduling algorithm
based on node coloring to save energy by allowing nodes (including routers) to
sleep without incurring any data loss.

In the context of the AVS-Extrem3 project, we have developed a wireless sen-
sor platform for perimeter surveillance. The deployment scenario consists
of embedded sensor nodes built into the metallic structure of fence elements.
These nodes sample acceleration data, use distributed pattern matching algo-
rithms to detect events, and report security-relevant events to a base station.
Network traffic in this scenario consists of rare event notification packets sent
from sensor nodes to the base station. Reception of these packets needs to be
acknowledged by the base station. Due to the widespread deployment of devices
along the perimeter of the area under surveillance, a routing protocol needs to
operate in a hop-by-hop fashion, i.e., source routing would result in prohibitively
large packet headers.

In the context of the ASIST european project (to start in 2011, pending ap-
proval), a large deployment is planned, interconnecting heterogeneous sen-
sor networks over an IP backbone, targeting airport monitoring. Each indi-
vidual sensor node will have to be accessible from the Internet, and reliable
node-to-node communication across network borders will be required. Further-
more, embedded devices will have to support enumeration and service discovery.

2http://www.ocari.org/
3http://cst.mi.fu-berlin.de/projects/AVS-Extrem/
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2 Lessons Learned and Position

The deployments described in the previous section are well within the IoT scope.
Yet, the requirements they impose on the routing protocol are varied, including
some requirements that are not targeted by current RFCs or RFCs-to-be, such
as sensor mobility, or traffic patterns requiring paths from the sink to each sen-
sor/actuator in the network. We submit that it is necessary to address these
requirements as they are not uncommon.

In order to address these further requirements, we suggest that RPL be com-
plemented with additional extensions. However, we stress that the resource-
constrained nature of the targeted devices is a concern for such extensions-to-
be-designed, since our experience shows that the RPL specification is already
complex, and that available network stacks including an RPL implementation
barely fit in the memory of state-of-the-art sensors. Furthermore, the interop-
erability of the various existing or future extensions and modes of operation
should be addressed explicitly in the RPL specification. Finally, we submit that
it is important that the basic RPL specification addresses properly the issue of
unidirectional links when NUD is not usable.
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